Course Description
Luz Divina 6-week course introduces you to academic Portuguese noun phrases (grammatical noun structures).
This course will give you the foundation (knowledge, tools & resources) to build your confidence by developing
critical evaluation skills that will help you become a more fluent speaker of Brazilian Portuguese. You will practice
skills in class and outside of class. Homework will be assigned to give you ample opportunities to proactively
engage in the course material to practice and hone your knowledge and skills. You will be guided through a series
of grammar lessons and read from Pearls of I am by Isabel Barsé to activate the learning process. All materials are
provided and can be accessed on Google Drive. This course was created for students on a spiritual path with

Brazilian Portuguese. There’s no other course like it.

Isabel Barsé has approved this course and gave permission to use her work. As beneficiaries of this work, Rachel
will be donating a portion of the tuition proceeds to help support Santa Casa, a healing center in the Amazon. This
course was created for all who have a heart connection to Brazil and the Amazon. It’s 2 amazing classes in one!
We’ll study (1) Brazilian Portuguese Noun Phrases and (2) the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Rays, plus help Santa
Casa!

Class Time & Place
Monday & Wednesday 7:30-8:30PM PST via Zoom. (Class begins Monday, October 10 th and ends Wednesday, November 14th)

How to Enroll
Register Here: https://forms.gle/6C4XJWf5MwVTzQaPA

Tuition Fee & Payment
Tuition is 1 payment of $300 or 2 payments of $150. Please go to the registration form by clicking the link above
to select your payment plan and preferred method of payment or make a request for a customized payment
plan. Please pay using PayPal, Venmo (@racheldskinner), or Zelle (323) 394-7038.

Course Objectives
Students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain the difference between indefinite articles in Portuguese vs. English
Classify nouns by masculine and feminine, singular and plural
Identify possessive pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, and articles in noun phrases
Use adjectives correctly in noun phrases
Name the colors in Portuguese
Identify all 7 Cosmic Rays and associated Ascended Masters and Chakras
Explain the difference between a prayer, call, invocation, and appeal
Experience the difference in vibration between Portuguese and English languages

Course Syllabus
Class Pearls of I Am Topics

Portuguese Lesson Topics

1

Introduction to the Cosmic Rays

Definite & Indefinite Articles

2

Blue Ray

Masculine Nouns

3

Gold Ray

Feminine Nouns

4

Pink Ray

Plural Noun Phrases Part 1

5

White Ray

Plural Noun Phrases Part 2

6

Green Ray

Possessive Noun Phrases

7

Ruby-Gold Ray

Demonstrative Noun Phrases

8

Violet Ray

Adjective Noun Phrases

9

Closing Ceremony

Colors in Portuguese
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(323) 394-7038
Rachel’s top priority is creating a safe learning environment. Please contact her if your participation is
jeopardized in any way.

Schedule a Private Lesson
Included in this course is a free 60-minute Private Lesson to work with Rachel individually on a project
and your pronunciation. Please request your lesson by filling out and submitting this form.

Participation
Our class meeting will play an essential role in your learning. Please attend, participate, and engage.
Everyone should carefully consider how their participation in whole class and group activities affects
our learning community:
1. Do your contributions create learning opportunities for you and your peers?
2. Are you doing your part by asking questions, sharing ideas, and observations?
3. Are you facilitating the participation of others by active listening?
All of us are responsible for creating a safe learning community that encourages civility and respect
for others, their right to learn, respect for the professionalism of the instructor, and the general goals
of academic freedom. Differences of viewpoints or concerns should be expressed in terms that are
supportive of the learning process, create an environment in which students and the instructor may
reason with clarity and compassion, share of themselves without fear and develop an understanding
of our professional community. Neither students nor the instructor should be subject to behavior that
is rude, disruptive, intimidating, demeaning, or based on their perceived race, gender, color, religion,
age, national origin, ethnicity, disability, or veteran status. Let’s all be mindful of the contributions our
behaviors make and how they match what we would like to see. You may not agree with everything
that is said in class or with the organization of the class itself.

Copyright & Privacy
Rachel has dedicated a lot of time and energy to create this course and the materials to curate a
meaningful learning experience. The materials are to be used only by registered
students/participants. Isabel has given Rachel permission to use her book Pearls of I Am and selected
audio recordings. Please respect Rachel’s & Isabel’s work. Distribution of course materials to people
outside the class is a violation.
Rachel may record classes strictly for educational purposes. Participants will have access to class
recordings every week. By using the recordings participants agree to keep them confidential.
Email Contact: info@portuguesewithrachel.com
© 2022 Rachel Skinner All Rights Reserved.

